


Alwaseet pools is a Kuwait based company specialised in the swimming pool and spa industry. It was 
founded with the objective of simply to be the best and most reliable source for swimming pool and spa 
construction, equipment and adornments.
Incorporated in 1982, Alwaseet Pools has one of the longest and most dependable track records in the pool 
and spa industry. Not many companies can claim to have built and maintained more than 37,000 pools in 
Kuwait.

As a member of The International Swimming Pool and Spa Institute along with years of professional 
experience we thrive to ensure quality. As we believe that the value to the consumer is the immeasurable 
confidence that our clients have in not only the construction process but also the ongoing future relationship 
that exists as long as they own their pool.

Alwaseet Pool’s success can also be linked to the construction plans and options provided to commercial and 
private clients. Including 25   years of warranty, simplified payment plans and continues follow up to ensure 
customer satisfaction and to achieve maximum quality.

CERTIFIED
ABOUT ALWASEET POOLS

BUILDERS POOL



A UNIVERSEOF POSSIBILITIES

Our main partners have been helping us to supply the most reliable 
materials and construct project guided by globally credited standards.

OUR PARTNERS



A POOL MADE
TO LAST

Enjoy your outdoor space without worries! 
Our pools guarantee resistance and our 
team guarantee safety.

ALWASEET POOLS construction department 
had built more than 37000 pools in Kuwait 
since 1982. The innovative way of buildig 
using most reliable equipment installed 
and maintained by certified pool operators 
will offer up to 25 years warranty on our 
pools.

WARRANTY SAFETY

SUITABLE OPTIONS.

TRAINED AND CERTIFIED TEAM.
INNOVATIVE DESIGNS.
ACCURATE PROJECT PLANS.
MOST RELIABLE EQUIPMENT.
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Maintance contracts include and not limited to the following :-

1- Cleaning the pool on regular basis by the terms of the contract.
2- Remove any water-damaging obstacles by specialised suction and vacuum 
cleaners.
3- Conduct reverse washing process in filters.
4- Regularly clean the filter pumps.
5- Conduct all necessary examinations and calibration on water quality and 
control the chemicals.
6- Conduct periodical inspections on filters to assure quality of performance and 
remove all grease deposits.
7- Conduct periodical pump check and lubricate pump’s parts.
8- Conduct periodical inspection and repairs on all connections.
9- Conduct periodical inspections on all water pipes whithin the equipment room 
and repair any leaks.
10- Conduct periodical inspections and calibrations on contolling and operation 
devices.
11- Conduct periodical inspections on electrical connections and lighting and 
replace any damaged bulbs upon client approval.
12- Clean the balance tanks.
13- Clean excess water hole around the pool.
14- Complying to attend all sudden brackdowns at anytime during official 
working hours.
15- Provide maximum priority to yhe client in case of reporting a sudden 
breakdown.

  PRIVATE POOLS
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PRIVATE POOLS

Whether you maintain your pool 
yourself or use a pool profess 
ional maintaining proper pool 
chemistry can help you save time 
and money while enjoying your 
backyard paradise. Accurate pool 
maintenance can do more than 
just prolong your fun in the sun. It 
also can extend the life of your 
pool’s external parts and interior 
pool finish.

Alwaseet pools also offers 
specialised swimming pool 
maintenance contracts. Condu 
cted by our specialised team in 
the swimming pool and spa 
industry with years of expe- 
rience.

PUBLIC POOLS
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Water features provide an array of benefits to any backyard project. From small fountains, to multi-teared stacked stone 
waterfalls, the soothing sound of water adds dimension to any project. Integrated with lighting, water features can 
provide stunning visual effects, day or night.

The team at Alwaseet Pools understands no two projects are alike, and with their vast experience, your sure to get an 
outdoor living space you'll be thrilled with for years to come.

WATER FEATURES

 

INFINITYEDGES

LAMINAR JETS DECORATIVEFOUNTAINS WATERPOTS RIM FLOWSBUBBLERS

SHEERDESCENTS DECK JETSSPA SPILLWAYSROCKWATERFALLS



POOL DECKINGPOOL DECKING

Pool decking can vary from an extension of 
your existing pool to a complete outdoor 
room or living space usually replacing 
existing unused areas. Decking adds value 
to your home and lifestyle, but proper 
planning is essential to maximize the 
return on your investment.

Alwaseet Pools has over 30 years of 
experience and know how to help you 
create the perfect deck for your needs.

Manufacturing our own outdoor decking 
at our factory in Kuwait.
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COPINGSTONES
Size cm

Thickness cm

50 x 30

5
Medium Degree of Chromatic Variation

Patterns can be combined with any base colour.
Geometric Patterns



Size cm 2.5 X 2.5

ANTI SLIP -  ANTI ALGAE 
100%  POST CONSUMER RECYCLED GLASS

GLASSMOSAIC

· DISPONIBILIDAD

  · AVAILABLE



SWIMMING POOLEQUIPMENT SWIMMING POOLACCESSORIES



WHYCHOOSING
ALWASEET

Alwaseet Pools has been in business for Over 30 Years & has 
built Over 37,000 Pools.
Alwaseet Pools has been an Industry Leader Since 1982 
throughout Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and UAE.
We are a Third-Generation, Family-Owned and Operated Pool 
Building Company with local offices and friendly staff; All to Better 
Serve YOU!
As one of the nation's most experienced pool builders, nobody 
knows more about swimming pools and outdoor living than we do!
We were recently named among the Top-5 Pool Builders in The GCC 
by the Association of Pool and Spa Professionals for our Top-Ranked 
Customer Service.
Alwaseet Pools has won more awards for our custom swimming 
pool designs from the Association of Pool and Spa Professionals 
than any other pool builder in Kuwait.
We Always Put Our Customers First by Putting Quality First!
With one of the highest sets of quality standards in the industry, 
Alwaseet Pools is steadfast on the details that go into your project, 
from beginning to end!
Due almost entirely to the referrals of our happy customers, and 
because we finish 98% of our projects on time and within budget. 
Alwaseet Pools continues to grow while other pool builders 
downsize or stop building pools completely. For as long as you 
enjoy your pool, Alwaseet Pools will be here to help! That is our 
guarantee to you!




